
Drop in antibiotic profitability partially responsible for rise of resistance

Within the slow-brewing crisis of antibiotic resistance—which according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention kills 23,000 Americans each year—there are a lot of failures: of health care personnel who
prescribe drugs when they should not; of patients who take drugs badly and encourage resistance to
develop; of the drugs themselves, which no longer work against bacteria with toughened defenses. But an
important and little-discussed part of the problem is that, once resistance undermines the action of some
antibiotics, there are few other drugs to resort to.

If you accept that the antibiotic era began with the first uses of penicillin in 1943, then we had about 65
years of easy access to a pipeline of antibiotics that delivered reliable new cures when resistance made
older drugs unreliable. And then, fairly suddenly, we didn’t. About 2000, numerous companies withdrew
from antibiotic manufacturing, and the number of new antibiotics in development dropped from dozens to
three.

That decision not to make antibiotics actually makes sense. Antibiotics are taken for relatively short
courses, unlike cancer or heart-disease drugs, and they are sold for relatively low prices, compared for
instance to cancer drugs. Moreover, resistance begins to develop as soon as antibiotics are used—unless
a new antibiotic is considered so precious that it is instead reserved for the most last-resort cases. (In that
case, it stimulates neither resistance nor income.) For all those reasons, not making antibiotics is a
rational choice for a private company that answers to shareholders and analysts, even if that choice
deprives the wider world of a wider good.

The GLP aggregated and excerpted this blog/article to reflect the diversity of news, opinion and 
analysis. Read full, original post: We Need Antibiotics. They’re Not Profitable To Make. Who Pays?
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